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You may be wondering what are ways to make money online and how to get rich
with forms of passive income? Or even if there is an "easy passive income" to be made
online? Is it possible to get rich with forms of passive income? Is that a real way to make
money online? Many people may doubt that there is such a way to accomplish this when
there are so many ways that can separate you from your money given all the scams out
there. This article will hopefully share with you a way or two of how to make passive
income online. You can make money online and even get rich with it because this is the
only way of earning money that is not tied to you changing your time for a fixed money
amount, or what is called a pay check. You see, any form of passive income is, by
definition, not tied to exchanging your time for money. Unlike a pay check which is
really nothing more than trading your time for money, this form of income of making
money online can allow you to get rich precisely because this form of income is
not tied to trading your time but is based on earning money repeatedly and in a
passive manner which is received on a regular basis. Truth be told, the majority of
people online do not make any money with their efforts. They will
never get rich with any form of making money other than specific forms of non-linear
income that can be generated in many cases with little or no out of pocket expenses to
the individual. Affiliate blueprints to make money online that can - over time - develop
into passive income and allow someone to get rich are available from most affiliate
programs online. Building an online business and creating a solid, regular income is in

many cases is the result of careful research, market identification, and proper and
effective marketing techniques that generate sales and
grow profits. Most good affiliate programs have the online tools, ad copy and marketing
venues to allow affiliates to succeed and if they apply themselves to the task of making
money online, they will succeed. Many, however see the success of some affiliate
marketers and think that this is an easy passive income to be made, when the truth is far
from it. Affiliates who want to make money through their affiliate programs working
from home can develop multiple streams of income by following the blueprint laid out
for them by the operator of the program. Individuals who previously worked for a pay
check or a liner income and then realizing that it would not allow them to get rich
decided to start an online business that could be built to develop a passive income
stream and perhaps more than one. Those who understand the concept of passive income
as opposed to linear income are drawn to the internet to try to make their dreams come
true through this medium. Prior to going full bore into an online business and quitting
their job, many individuals consciously decide to first start out by working part time to
create a second income that is a passive income as opposed to a second linear income.
Get rich quick schemes must be avoided at all costs as these are not real businesses, but
rather past times to waste one's time online. Before considering popular ways of
generating a passive income online let us define what we mean by linear and passive
income. Linear income as we indicated above is an income that is earned by trading your
time for making money, or working for someone else. Simply put, the more you work,
the more you make money. But if you do not work, you do not make money. That is the
essence of a linear income. A passive income, however, is a form of making money that
is passive in nature and does not require the trading of your time to make money. A
passive income will generate money for you whether you work or not, assuming that
you have taken steps to generate that income in the first place. Once you have done that,
your income will be paid to you regularly and not because you have to trade your time
for it, but because you are being paid for something that you have already done, hence
the passive income concept. Passive income can take many forms from real
estate earnings, to investment earnings to writing earnings, to singing earnings
[residuals] to making money from your online efforts. It can also derive from network
marketing, affiliate marketing, and advertising revenues from your online efforts. For
many people this is what they refer to as making money while they sleep and view as
easy passive income. Only passive income will allow you to get rich. The more the
passive income you make, the sooner you can get rich. Residuals, as some people call
this income is the source of all online fortunes for those who get rich online. Once you
are successful in setting up one online passive income stream it is easier to do it a
second time, and then a third, and so on. Some say that the secret to online success is to
set up as many independent streams of passive income as possible
in order to diversify and protect one's interest. So, do you want to make a passive
income or a linear income? Trading your time for a pay check is little more than being
an indentured servant. You work, you get paid. You don't work, you don't get paid.

Linear income is the term referred to as the income that keeps you poor. It makes no
difference whether you are a surgeon, bank manager, a taxi driver or a Walmart
employee. The one common element that all of these people share is that they are
trading their time for a pay check. If they stop working, their pay stops being paid.
Passive income, however, is strategically different in that it is an income that you receive
repeatedly for an action that you took previously but are no longer doing. It is an income
that you will continue to receive even if you do not work any longer. The more passive
income streams you can set up the more income you will make and the sooner you will
get rich. The only way to get rich online is to promote affiliate programs that pay you
handsomely and to set up several of these that can make money online for you. And
remember, once you have set up your massive money making system, you do not have
to micro-manage it to keep it running properly to produce more affiliate income for you.
Truly, a set it and forget it system is the ultimate for successful online marketers who
direct their actions towards getting this type of system set up properly. Linear vs. passive
income. The choice is clear, and the choice is yours. Work once and get paid once, or
work once and get paid forever. That is the mantra of affiliate marketers everywhere
who understand the difference between linear and passive income forms of how to make
money and they continually seek ways to generate income streams that can build their
passive income over time.The linear income stream is a form of drudgery that many feel
they have to go through to earn a pay check. They go through the motions every day,
every week, every month, every year, until, before they know it, their life has passed
them by and they are complaining about lost opportunities and how they missed out on
life. Passive income streams, however, once they are set up and producing an:"easy
income" of a passive nature are not drudgery. They are viewed as heaven-sent and are
waited upon anxiously by the recipient. Passive income allows you to multi-task in that
you can be doing something else [like setting up another passive income stream] while
you are receiving this already established one.
Or, you can spend time with your spouse, family, children or friends doing what interest
you, knowing full-well that your passive income stream is still generating an income for
you. A linear income stream cannot do that for you. If you choose to spend time with
family instead of working, you do not get paid. Simple as that. A non-linear income
stream [or two] can give you your life back. Knowing that you will receive
it even if you choose to stop doing what created it is comfort and security. Why anyone
would choose to stop, however, is unclear when you know that by repeating what you
did in the first place to generate that income you could do again to repeat the process to
generate another separate income stream of a passive nature.
If you are able, you should start to generate your own stream of passive income. Do it
part time at first and then expand at your own pace. This is not an overnight get rich
scheme so it will take time to develop. If it takes you two or three or even five years to
get it done right, what does it matter to you? But if you don't start to generate this type
of income you will forever be indentured to a linear type of income that can only be
available as long as you continue to work. Once you stop, that income stops. A passive

income, however, will continue to be dropped into your bank account even when you
finally "retire". Don't wait. The sooner you start the sooner you will benefit and take
control of your life. For more free information on how you can easily earn an online
income with only a laptop at your side while basking in the sun or travelling to exotic
locales, click here[http://makingmoneyvidz.com/] .
Niko Kiris is an online entrepreneur and small business enthusiast. For more information
on how
to make money online, click here [http://makingmoneyvidz.com/].
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Introduction
Hi everyone, my name is Ruth McWilliams and I am in Affiliate Marketing
Business for about a year of experience. What I am good at, and the reason
why I’m here, is getting the right people, the opportunity, and great ideas in
Affiliate Marketing. I am Affiliate with Click Bank to help
promote produces and services that Click Bank has for new affiliate marketer
and more experienced affiliate marketer.

Legal Information & Earnings Disclaimer
We do not offer “get rich quick” programs. Your ability to follow directions,
provide valuable content to your target audience, and conduct your marketing in
an ethical and professional manner will determine the results you will receive.
The purpose of our products is to help you share your valuable message with a
wider audience by utilizing the power and efficiencies of the internet. Just like
any worthwhile endeavor, you will have to put time and energy into the
implementation of the strategies, ideas, and tools found in our courses/products.
Please don’t purchase any of our offerings if you believe in the “money for
nothing” or “get rich quick” myth… our training is only for serious entrepreneurs
who are dedicated to professional growth and are energetic in being a positive
contributor to society. Since your ability to implement our training in a highly
professional manner is the determining factor of your success, we of course
cannot and do not make any guarantees about the near-term or long-term
results you’ll get by using our strategies, ideas, and/or recommended tools. Our
goal is simply to help by providing you with marketing ideas, methods, and

strategies. If you are not happy for any reason with the quality of our training,
just ask for your money back within 30 days of your purchase, and we’ll refund
100% of your payment(s) to us for this product. Please know that all products
and services from our company are for educational and informational purposes
only. Nothing on this page, any of our emails, blogs, websites, or training
courses is a promise or guarantee of future earnings or lead generation, and we
certainly do not offer any legal, medical, tax or other professional advice. Any
financial numbers or statistical values referenced here, or on any of our sites,
are illustrative of concepts only and should not be considered probable, actual,
or future performance. Be sure to consult with your accountant, lawyer and/or
professional advisor before acting on this or any information related to a lifestyle
change or your business or finances. You alone are to be held responsible and
accountable for your decisions, actions and results in life. By the act of
purchasing any of our products and/or training courses, you agree to not hold us
liable for any of your decisions, actions or results, at any time, under any
circumstances.

3 SPECIAL FREE BONUSES
When you get CB Passive Income License Program 4.0 today, you’ll
be entitled to get these ADDITIONAL SPECIAL BONUS for free.
They’re hand-picked to accelerate your internet business success
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SPECIAL BONUS #2: The Traffic From
Google Home Course
More importantly, you’ll discover what works now including how
to optimize your site for mobile search, and explode your SEO
traffic. Much more…

SPECIAL BONUS #3: The Email
Assassin Home Course
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The CB Passive Income runs on the premise of making
money from email marketing. Much much more….

Introducing Version
4.0 For 2017!
The CB Passive Income License Program was launched back

in August 2013 and has helped hundreds of marketers and
newbies to make money online on
auto-pilot. In 2014, we’ve upgraded the product to version 2.0
so that you’ll be able to get more leads from your promotion
and also to generate passive income. After that, we’ve
released version 3.0. With version 3.0, you’ll now have
MULTIPLE “secret pages” to promote. Why is this important to
increase your profit? Because it’ll create multiple streams of
income for you. For instance, instead of promoting the
software offer, you can also promote our social media offer.
This will be focused for those who wants to learn on how to
make money online from Facebook. But the most important
upgrade would probably be the AI Optin Detector. In a layman
explanation, here’s what it does: If the website visitor has
already subscribed, our software will be able to detect
that and offer a product promotion instead of asking the to
subscribe again for free. You’ll then earn commission for any
sales made. And the best part is, all of these are automated.
This instantly INCREASE your profit because every single
visitor to you “secret webpage” will have the possibility of
becoming your subscriber OR customer for you to make
money online.
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Enter Version 4.0
We're going mobile in 4.0.
There are over 2.6 billion smartphone users worldwide and
according to StatCounter, 37% of website visits in 2015 were
generated by mobile web browsers. On top of that, mobile ad
spend is higher than for desktop ads.
Introducing the Facebook Click-To-Optin Feature.
Not only your done-for-you webpages are mobile-friendly to
convert for you, your mobile traffic visitors will be able to
subcribe without even typing their email addresses! They'll
automatically optin through their Facebook email address
when they click the "optin button". What does this also
means? It means, you're going to be able to buy traffic at a
much lower cost because mobile traffic is cheap. But they are
as targeted as desktop traffic when you have a "mobileadapted" offer to promote. This also means you'll be getting
more subscribers and making more sales because 30% of
your traffic will not get "wasted" anymore.

